Stories About Fairies

Flower Fairies Secret World J PIC
By Cicely Mary Barker
24 pages
Enhanced with brilliant illustrations, offers an in-depth look at Flower Fairies through a
review of what they look like, the special clothes they wear, the different jobs they do,
and the fun games they play when they have time off from watching their flowers. Meet
the different Flower Fairies and learn about their jobs, their actual size, and how they
spend their free time. For every child who has ever wondered about the Flower Fairies,
here is a special look at a unique, old-fashioned, and magical world.
Fairy Whispers J PIC
By Cicely Mary Barker
24 pages
When the fairies hold a ball, they realize at the last minute they've forgotten the guest of
honor. Kingcup suggests a new fairy--Wild Thyme. But how can they let her know in
time?
Home Sweet Home J PIC
By Cicely Mary Barker
26 pages
Here's your chance to peek inside the homes of the Flower Fairies. Find out who
designs fairy furniture, explore the fairies' houses, and discover how to decorate every
room-Flower Fairy style.
A Flower Fairy Springtime Dance J PIC
By Cicely Mary Barker
16 pages
It's time for the Springtime Dance, and Narcissus Fairy has the lead role. The problem
is, she may be too nervous to perform.
Princess, Princess J PIC
By Penny Dale
26 pages
A young princess and her friends sleep under the spell of a fairy she forgot to invite to
her birthday party, until someone comes along to awaken them.
Secret Fairy Homes J PIC
By Walt Disney
10 pages
Visit various fairy homes and unfold the poster-sized pages to see all the secret
surprises in the tiny rooms of five different fairies.

The Three Spinning Fairies J PIC
By Lisa Campbell Ernest
34 pages
Three unusual fairies help a lazy girl try to attain a life of luxury and ease as the prince's
wife.
Board Book
Buttercup
By Michi Fujimoto
14 pages
Buttercup Pixie takes a ride on Blue Bird to show her the world.
Stella: Fairy of the Forest J PIC
By Marie-Louise Gay
29 pages
Stella and her brother Sam wander into a forest in search of fairies.
Jethro Byrd, Fairy Child J PIC
By Bob Graham
32 pages
Annabelle finds a family of fairies in the cement and weeds, and they sing and dance for
her when she gives them tea.
Good Night Fairies J PIC
By Kathleen Hague
34 pages
At bedtime, a mother tells her curious child about the things that fairies do, like hang the
stars in the evening sky and care for the toys that children have lost.
Little Bunny Foo Foo: By the Good Fairy J PIC
By Paul Brett Johnson,
30 pages
In an adaptation of the children's song, the good fairy tells of her efforts to make the naughty
bunny behave and what happens when these efforts fail.

Fairies from A to Z J PIC
By Adrienne Keith,
46 pages
An enchanted world of tiny surprises and natural delights awaits you inside this treasure
trove of fairy lore. Here peapod boats sail away to pink islands, tea is served in the
treetops, and walnut beds feel just right.
Mr. Bumble J PIC
By Kim Kennedy
31 pages
Mr. Bumble, the clumsiest bee in his hive, learns how to gather pollen gracefully and
efficiently from a group of helpful fairies.

Willa the Wonderful J PIC
By Susan Milord
32 pages
When Willa announces her career goal to be a fairy princess her family and friends are
skeptical, until the day she makes a real-life rescue.
Finn and the Fairies J PIC
By Licia Oddino
30 pages
Everyone in Aran Village believes in fairies except Finn the tailor. When hens don't lay
or cows dry up, the villagers blame the fairies, and take extra care not to anger the
creatures. Finn just laughs. What foolish superstitions! he declares. When King Bertrand
announces a royal ball to find a wife for his son, Finn's talents as a tailor are in great
demand. But much to his amazement, it's not just the girls of the kingdom who need
new gowns! How can he keep these mischievous new customers happy? Finn's comical
efforts to stay in the fairies good graces make for a lively and delightful story.
The Story of the Tooth Fairy JPIC
By Tom Paxton
27 pages
When seven-year-old Emily and the fairy, Glynnis, exchange a tooth for a coin, the Fairy
Queen announces the renewal of friendship between mortals and fairies.
Alice the Fairy J PIC
ByDavid Shannon
31 pages
Alice, who claims to be a Temporary Fairy, still has a lot to learn, such as how to make
her clothes put themselves away in the closet.
The Dreamtime Fairies J PIC
By Jane Simmons
30 pages
Lucy, Bear, Jamie, and Floppy Rabbit fly across the ocean to find the Dreamtime
Fairies, who will help them fall asleep.
Whooosh! Went the Wish J PIC
By Toby Speed
29 pages
All Henry wants is a cat, and when the mountain fairy finally grants his wish she grants
a wish of her own at the same time.

Wanda’s First Day J PIC
By Mark Sperring
26 pages
Wanda, a little witch, feels that something is wrong when she arrives for her first day of
school to discover all her classmates are fairies, but her teacher and some new friends
soon make her feel right at home.
The Sheep Fairy: When Wishes Have Wings J PIC
By Ruth Symes
26 pages
A fairy helps Wendy Woolcoat, a sheep who is usually happy just to eat and sleep,
realize her secret dream of flying.
Fritz and the Mess Fairy JPIC
By Rosemary Wells
29 pages
Fritz, a master at creating terrible messes, meets his match when his science project goes
wrong and the Mess Fairy emerges.

Spiderwick Chronicles Movie Storybook JPIC
By Tracy West
29 pages
When the Grace children go to stay at their Great Aunt Lucinda's worn Victorian house,
they discover a field guide to fairies and other creatures and begin to have some
unusual experiences.

